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0. INTRODUCTION 
Hypercontractivity for a contraction between L’-spaces is the further 
property of being contractive as a map from Ly to Lp for some p > q. The 
notion arose in quantum field theory but has since, together with its 
relations ultracontractivity and supercontractivity, become important in the 
spectral analysis of elliptic operators and in the probabilistic analysis of 
diffusions. E. Nelson showed that if H is the quantum harmonic oscillator 
hamiltonian, represented on L2 of the real line with gaussian measure, 
then eCrH is bounded from L2 to Lp as soon as e*‘> p - 1 [Ne 11. J. Glimm 
then proved that boundedness for e-!OH from Lq to Lp implies contractiuizy 
for e-‘lH for some t, >/ to [Gli]. A lemma on the tensor product of contrac- 
tions enabled I. E. Segal to extend these results to second quantised contrac- 
tions in arbitrary dimensions [Se 43. Subsequently Nelson employed 
stochastic integrals and a crude, but dimension independent, estimate 
together with a nice tensor product argument to give a quick proof of 
L* + Lp contractivity (for some p > 2) for such operators [Ne 21. 
A biproduct of L. Gross’s work on hypercontractivity for Fermi 
second quantisations acting on the non-commutative LP-spaces associated 
with gages [Se 11, was the precise condition on (q,p) for e-IP to be 
Lq({oT W-+Jw{O, 1)) contractive-where 0, 1 have equal measure l/2 
and P is the orthogonal projection onto @6, (i.e., the fermion number 
operator)-namely, e2’ 3 (p - 1 )/(q - 1). This was established in [Gr 1 ] for 
p = 4, q = 2, and in [Gr 31 for general p, q E [ 1, co], and is less trivial than 
it looks. The precise conditions for a second quantised contraction to be Ly 
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to L.” contractive (Theorem H below) were obtained by Nelson in [Ne 41. 
The idea behind his proof is well described in that paper: Ito’s relation for 
stochastic increments gives the result at an infinitessimal level, Fock space 
is viewed as a continuous tensor product [Ar W] and Segal’s lemma is 
applied to a continuous product of injinitesimal spaces. The actual proof 
however is conducted in one dimension-Segal’s lemma and approxima- 
tion serving to give the full result. 
Gross threw new light on these questions by establishing the equivalence 
of hypercontractivity for e ln and a certain logarithmic Sobolev inequality 
for D when the operator D is defined via a Dirichlet form [Gr 31. 
Moreover, applying Segal’s lemma to the hypercontractivity result for e -” 
on Lr( (0, 1)) mentioned above, he obtains Theorem H (in one dimension) 
by a central limit argument applied to sums of independent Bernoulli 
random variables. 
The corresponding results for Fermi second quantisation are less com- 
plete and will be summarised at the end. In its final form Nelson’s result 
is the following. 
THEOREM H. Let A be a contraction between real separable hilbert 
spaces k, and k2. If q,pE [l, az] then @(A) extends/restricts to a contrac- 
tion from Ly(Vk,) to Lp(‘?Zkz) if and only if 
l1412~(q- IMP- 1). (0.1) 
Here 9Zk, is the gaussian space indexed by ki [Se 2, Si 1 ] and @(A) the 
Bose second quantisation of A [Coo], viewed as an operator from Li(qk,) 
to Li(VkZ). As soon as (0.1) is violated @(A) becomes unbounded as a map 
from Ly to Lp. If, on the other hand, (h, K) is a complex hilbert space 
together with a conjugation (conjugate linear, isometric involution) and 
k = {U E h : Ku = u}, considered as a real hilbert space, then Nelson’s result 
has the following equivalent. 
THEOREM H’. Suppose that A is a contraction between complex hilbert 
spaces hi which intertwines conjugations Ii, on h, (i= 1, 2) then the conclu- 
sion of Theorem H holds Vor the complex LP-spaces). 
If instead V?ch,,K,i is the complex (weakly closed) Clifford algebra over 
(hi, Kj) [Gr l] and 0 the Fermi second quantisation map, then 
Theorem H’ becomes a conjecture of L. Gross [Gr 21 who obtained partial 
results in its direction, just short of the full result. 
In the present note an elementary and direct proof of the essential part 
of the theorem, valid for both the Bose and Fermi cases, is given. Whilst 
a further partial result in the direction of Gross’s conjecture is established 
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(compare Theorem 3.2 with Remark 2(iii)), the emphasis of the note is on 
a unity of approach by means of convolution-type products on Fock space 
[LiM, Mey, LIP, L]. Another distinctive feature is that the argument is 
directly infinite dimensional-the use of Segal’s lemma is thereby avoided. 
There is an interesting parallel with the work of W. Beckner on sharp forms 
for the Hausdorff-Young and Young inequalities on R” [Bet]. 
In Section 1 symmetric measure spaces are introduced, the convolution 
products are defined and the basic estimates established. In Section 2 
second quantisation, the LP-spaces of the Clifford gage and the duality 
transforms are defined and the properties required here are stated. The 
connection is then made between these convolutions and Clifford algebra 
multiplication, and pointwise multiplication for Wiener functionals, 
through the duality transforms from Fock space to L2(qk). The main 
results appear in Section 3. 
All hilbert spaces in this note are separable, their inner products are 
linear in the second argument, and the domain of an operator T is denoted 
9(T). For p E [ 1, co], p’ will always denote its conjugate: 1 + (p - 1) ~ ‘. 
1. SET FUNCTION CONVOLUTIONS 
Let X= (S, J%‘, 11) be a o-finite non-atomic measure space. For the sake 
of simplicity it will be assumed that all singleton sets belong to -K, and that 
S@) := {s E S” :si # sj for i # j> belongs to A”, the product o-algebra, for 
each n. For example (S, 4) might be the Bore1 space of a Hausdorff 
topological space. A measure space TX = (r,, TUx, f,,) is defined as 
follows: Ts = { 0 c S: #o < cc 1, E c r, belongs to r& if for n = 1, 2, . . . 
E, := (SE SC”): {sI, . . . . s,} E E} belongs to 4” and T,(E)= z,(E) + 
Ena r(n!)-’ p”(E,), where l@(E) = 1, if 0 E E, and 0 otherwise and p” is 
the product measure on (S”, 4’“). TX is known as the symmetric measure 
space of X [Gui], and L*(r,) as the symmetric Fock space over L*(X) 
[Coo]. Let us agree to abbreviate dp(s) to ds and dT,(a) to da. We shall 
exploit the following straight-forward identity [LiM]: 
LEMMA 1.1. (j-0. Let gEL1(TxxTx) then 
where 6 denotes the complement of c( in O. 
For suitable functions f and g products, * + , are defined by 
(1.1) 
f**g:o+ c i (fl) 
n(‘““‘,w”‘X)f(C(uO)g(Wucl)dw, (1.2) 
rcc rx 
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n being the function (a, /?)H # {(u, h) E r x fl:u > hl, where # denotes 
cardinafity. The Wiener product, * + , was introduced by H. Maassen 
[Maa] and the Ckfford product, * , was introduced by P-A. Meyer 
[Mey]. To be more precise, let a.’ be the multiplication operator on 
L’(T,v) given by a~f(cr)=a"b,f(cr) for a>O; then we have 
LEMMA 1.2. Letf,g~%?(fi”), thenJ’*, g~L’(l‘,) and 
Ilf* * gll 6 llJ?f II llJ%ll. (1.3) 
In particular, the products * + are well defined on equivalence classes qj 
functions (module null functio&). 
Proof: Adopting the notation f” for the (measurable) function 
w  +-+ f(a u w), two applications of Cauchy-Schwarz yield 
I.f*+ gkd2G2#” c (If"l, lg”l)2 
1c(T 
62#‘” c Ilf”l12 /I.!?xl12> 
1Cb 
and so, applying (Fubini and) the j - C lemma twice, 
jlf*,&~12d~+‘( c jIf(auo)12d~jlg(vu4)12dv)d~ 
*ccl 
= 
s s 2#” \f(cxuo)l’dodoc 2#B Ig(vu/?)(‘dvdfl I 1 
= I C 2”” If(d12 4 1 c 2”” IsWl’d~ 
acf [Ic i 
= s 3”” If(p 4 j- 3%(# dTt, 
which establishes (1.3). 1 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let a30 andjE {2k:k~N). 
If.f;gE9(,/sN) then f*igEi2(a") and 
ilaN(J‘ ** s)ll 6 llJ~“fll llJ~“Sll. 
If f, g, h E 9(fiN) then 
(1.4) 
(.f*is)*+_h=f*,(g*+h). (1.5) 
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Zfg , , . . . . gi E 9(dmN) then 
(1.6) 
Proof: (1.4) is proved by an argument identical in form to the proof of 
Lemma 1.2. The products in (1.5) therefore make sense and belong to 
L’(r,), and their equality follows from several applications of the S-C 
lemma. The product in (1.6) is therefore unambiguous and lies in L2(r,), 
and the inequality arises from repeated application of (1.4). 1 
For cp E L;(X), the product function 7zq: o H n,,, q(s) defines a so- 
called coherent, or exponential, oector in L’(r,). These vectors are linearly 
independent and their (complex) span, 8 ;, is dense in L2(r,) [Gui]. They 
satisfy the easily verified relations 





Let 8, be the linear span of {g,*- .*. *-g,: ka0,g,EL2(X)} which is 
also dense in L2(r,). Note that L’(X) is naturally embedded in L2(r,) by 
identifying the points in X with the singletons of TX. 
2. DUALITY TRANSFORMS AND THE CLIFFORD GAGE 
First let h, hi (i = 1, 2, 3) be real or complex hilbert spaces. The 
symmetric and anti-symmetric Fock spaces over h are respectively the 
subspaces of ana0 @ (‘1 h obtained by taking only the symmetric/anti- 
symmetric tensors in the sum (0 (O) h .= R or C) and will be denoted 9&.  
For a contraction T from h, to h,, r(T) is the operator ena @(“) T 
between symmetric/anti-symmetric Fock spaces Fs,,(hi). It is a contraction 
satisfying 
r(z/J = Z,(h), r(T*)=r(T)*, T(ST) = T(S) f(T), (2.1) 
when 5’ is a further contraction from h, to h,. If the complex hilbert spaces 
hi carry conjugations Ki, and ki are the corresponding real subspaces, then 
am,, is the complexification of Fs/,(ki). A contraction from h, to h, 
which intertwines conjugations K, and K, will be called a contraction from 
(4, K,) to (h2, K2). 
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For a real hilbert space k, L; (%/; ) is the weak closure of the Clifford 
algebra over k, with generators {C(U):UE k), acting (faithfully) on .E,(k) 
[Che, Se 3, Gr I]. For p E [ 1, lx ), L”(%‘, ) is then defined to be the com- 
pletion of L “(XL- ) in the norm 
XH (a, IX/” Q)“‘J. (2.2) 
where D = (1, 0, 0, . ..) and 1x1 = (X*X)‘12. The elements of Lg(%?, ) may be 
regarded as operators-in general unbounded--on .FJk) [Se 1, Kun] and 
the map XH XQ is then an isomorphism from Li(V,~) to Fa(k) [Che, 
Se 3, Gr 11, whose inverse will be denoted D; . If Q(T) is the operator 
between L2-spaces corresponding to r(T), for a contraction T from k, to 
k2 then, for each r E [l, co], Q(T) extends/restricts to a map D,(T) 
between the corresponding L’spaces. 
Going to the complex: for (h, K) a conjugated hilbert space with real 
subspace k, LP(W’,-) may be defined as the complexification of L;(%‘,). It 
consists of operators on .9Jh)-the complexification of .9$(k)-and, for 
p = co, is known as the weakly closed Cl@ord algebra over (h, K) [Gr 11. 
Alternatively, L” is the complexification of LE and Lp, for p < co, the 
completion of L r in the norm (2.2). D , the complex extension of 0; , is 
an isomorphism and, for contractions T from (h,, K,) to (h,, K,), Q,(T) 
are defined in the obvious way for r E [ 1, a]. 
If T: (h,, K,)++(h2, K2) is an isomorphism then n@,(T)[X] = 
r( T) XT(T)* and 
= (Q, T(T) IXj”r(T)* Q)“p= I/XI/., 
so that each Q,(T) is an isomorphism. Thus if e: (h,, K,) + (h2, K2) 
is isometric then Q,(e) is an isometric embedding of L’(%$,) in Lr(Vk2) 
and, exploiting Lp duality [Dix, Kun], @,(e*) = Q,(e)*, a contraction 
from Lr(Vk,,) to L’(Wk,). In particular, since any contraction 
T: (h,, K,) + (h2, K2) is the product of an isometry and a coisometry 
through an intermediate conjugated hilbert space, a,(T) is a contraction 
from LP(%‘~) to Lp(Wg) for each PE [l, w]. 
A clear modern treatment of non-commutative integration with respect 
to a regular (i.e., faithful) gage may be found in [Ne 31. For a full treat- 
ment of the Clifford gage and Fermi second quantisation see [ScU]. 
The map D+: (n!)-1’2@(n)~t+~, :=exp{cp,--$ I~u/[~}, for uek, 
uniquely extends to an isomorphism from FJh) to L2(%z), where 
(pU:uEk} and %z are respectively the gaussian process indexed by (the 
real hilbert space) k and the gaussian space over k [Se 2, Si 11. Via this 
isomorphism the discussion above goes through for %+-in particular 
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Lp(Vl) may then be seen as consisting of operators on $.(h). Note the 
easily verified relations: 
E,&,.=eXp(U, V> E,+,.; @b(A) EL, = EAU; /b’ull;=exP(P- lM12. (2.3) 
Now let us be more concrete. When (h, K) is L’(Z) with pointwise com- 
plex conjugation (where I is a real interval with Borel-Lebesgue measure), 
E(h) and FU(h) are naturally isomorphic to L*(Z,): to f~ L*(Z,) associate 
the unique sequence of (anti-)symmetric functions f,, on I’“’ satisfying 
fJs)=f({.s,, . . . . sn}) for s,< ... <s,. First note that (2.3) and (1.7) imply 
D’(f*+ g)=D+(s)D+kh f,gEQ+. 
On the other hand, foryE&-, define an operator Y(f) on L*(Z) with 
domain d- by YP(f)g=f~ g. Now notice that, for f~Li(Z)c&-, 
Y-.(f) g(o) is given by 
5 (-l)“““+t)g(ou {t))dt+ 1 (-l)fl(~~~,.u,{.sr’.f(s)g(a\{s}) (2.4) I SErJ 
which is recognisable as the action of the Clifford algebra generator C(f) 
on g in its Fock representation (annihilation plus creation) [Coo]. In view 
of (1.5) which expresses the associativity of * ~, 
{ YP(f):f~ d- } is therefore precisely the (unclosed) Clifford algebra over 
L*(Z) and YP is the restriction of Dp to b-. 
The conjugate of D+(f), and the adjoint of YP (f), are respectively 
D + (f) and Y_(y), where y(o) = ( ) 1 )n(oS “‘f(a), as is easily verified using 
Lemma 1.2. Isometry for the maps D * therefore entails the identity 
IlD’(f)ll’,“2~,~-‘~= ll~+(~*~f~2k-2112L2~~~~= l/g*, ... *k gllt+e), (2.6) 
where f E & *, g = f * + f, and the last product is 2k - *-fold. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
It is convenient to make the following convention. For a contraction T 
from (A,, K,) to (h,, K2), II@k(T)llp,y denotes the Ly to Lp norm of its 
second quantisation if this is finite and cc otherwise. First the easier part. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A: (II,. K,) -+ (/I~. K,) he N contraction and 
q,p~[I,~]./f’llAJl~>(q-l):(p-1)ihc~n 
(a) Il@+(A)ll,,.q= x.1 
(b) II@ (A)II,.<,> 1. 
Pro@ Since A is a contraction q must be less than p. First suppose 
q > 1, p < rx and choose z) E k, of unit norm and i > 1 such that JIAull’ = 
1(q - 1 )/(p - 1) and let t be a real number. 
(a) Since, for uEk, Il&,,/I:,=exp{(Ju(l’(p-1)) and @+(A)E,,=E~~, 
we have 
II~+~~~~,,.II,,/ll~,,~ll~,=~~~~~’~~.-~~~~- lIPI. (3.1) 
(b) For u E h, Ilull < 1, I+ C(U) is positive self-adjoint with spectrum 
(1 + ]lul/) and corresponding eigenvectors Q + I/u/I -’ u so that 
II~+W)ll,= t-w + I14)p+(l - l14Yw11~p 
=1 +(p-1) --y- l/42 + 411~l13). 
In particular, for It) < 1, 
Letting t t co in (3.1) and t J 0 in (3.2) establishes the proposition when 
1 < q < p < co. The full result now follows from the monotonicity of norms: 
IIFII x a IIUr 2 IIFll I (3.3) 
for 1 <r < 00, FE L’(%*), which in turn follows from Holder’s inequality 
[Dix, Kun]. 1 
THEOREM 3.2. Let ‘4 be a contraction from (h,, K,) to (h2, Kz) and 
let p,q’~(2~:k~N}u{oc}, or q3p. Zf lIAJI’d(q--l)/(p-1) then 
llW~)Il,,,= 1. 
Proof, To lighten the notation the sub- and super-scripts f will be 
understood in the following. Since @(A) DQ ( = DT(A) Sz) = DSZ we know 
that Il@(,4)IJP,4 > 1 and we require the reverse inequality. For $ E ?$,,(h,), 
r(O) Ic/ = (8, $) 0, so that, for FEL~(%‘~,), G(O) F= (52, FQ) ZS,,Chzj. In 
particular, I/@(O) F(lp is independent of p and so, using (3.3) again, 
II@(O) Fll, = II@(O) FII 1 d IlFll I G IIFllq 
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-in other words 11@(O)II,,, < 1 for all p, qE [1, co]. Since also 
II@(A)ll,,, < lj@,(A)lj = 1 when q > p, we may suppose, without loss, that 
q<p<co. 
Let e, be an isometric embedding of hi in L*(Z) (i= 1, 2) for which kj is 
mapped into L;(Z). Putting A = e,AeT, we have 
so that, since ((A(1 = ((A/(, it is sufficient to consider the case where 
(A,, K,) = (h2, K,) = L2(Z) with its usual conjugation. 
Combining (2.6) with (1.6) and (1.4) gives, for PE {2k:k~N}, 
IlfIl, G lIj;)_lN~l12 for FE&. (3.4) 
Since, for any contraction T: (A,, K,) -+ (A,, K,), Q(T) maps 8r into gZ2, 
(3.4) gives, for FE 8, 
II@(T) FII,d lI,;‘p-1” Q’(T) Fll, 
= ll@(m T) FIl2 6 IIFII 2 
as long as (p-1)IITI1261. So that \I@(T)II,.2<1 if IITllZ~(~-l)-’ and, 
taking adjoints, we have the dual statement, 
Il@(Th, = ll@(T*)Il,~,, Q 1 
if lITI/’ (= l(T*l(*)< (q’- l))‘= (q- 1). Thus, combining these, if A 
satisfies (0.1) then for FE 8, 
Since 8 is dense in L*, and therefore also in Ly (q d 2), the result 
follows. 1 
Remarks. 1. The most efficient way to proceed from the above result 
is to apply Stein-Gross interpolation [Ste, Gr 1) on the analytic semi- 
group { Tz := e -‘N : %ez z 0) for !Rez = log ,,/m, where Tz is contractive 
L* -+ 15*~, for neighbouring values of k, followed by Riesz-Thorin-Kunze 
interpolation [Rie, Kun] between L2 -+ L’ and L” + L,’ to obtain c(p, q) 
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such that II @ + (A )llp, ‘, < I for Il.4 I/ d C( 17, q) when 2 d y < p G CC. Exploiting 
the self-adjointness of ~l’v = Qal) and duality then gives bounds c(p, q) on 
Il.4 1) (for all p, q E [ 1, CC]) which force CD + (A ) to be Lq + Lp contractive. 
c(p, q) clearly depends continuously on p and q and is strictly positive 
unlessy=x, or q=l. 
2. Previous results on the Gross conjecture are: (i) if B is a positive 
self-adjoint contraction then II@ (B)l/,,, = 1 if and only if )I B/J < l/$ 
[Gr 11; (ii) if B is a strict contraction (ljB/l < 1) then il@_(B)I(,,< cc for 
some p > 2 and I/@- (Bk)lJ4,2 < 1 for sufficiently large k [Will; (iii) if u is 
hermitian and a26 [(q- l)/(p- l)]” then Jla”lcll,< lIully, where ~=log3 
(a = 1 if h is one or two dimensional) [Gr 21. Gross also remarked that 
x = 1 was optimal. Gross, following Nelson, argues by induction on the 
dimension of hi in [Gr l] and via a logarithmic Sobolev inequality 
in [Gr 21. Wilde, on the other hand, works in infinite dimensions 
and exploits the combinatorics of Wick monomials. Applying B. Simon’s 
relinement [Si 21 of the crude estimate in [Ne 21, Wilde’s result 
may be improved to: /(@ (T)(lp,2< zoo, for )ITIJ’<l/(p- l), when 
p E { 2j:je N}. The slick step from boundedness to contractivity [Ne 41, 
however, does not appear to go over from the Bose case to the Fermi case. 
3. One way of appreciating the equivalence of Theorems H and H’ is 
to note that, for classical L”-spaces, the complex linear extension of a 
bounded operator from L; to Lg results in no increase in its norm (when 
p < co). By establishing that this also holds for gage spaces the argument 
of this note could all be conducted in real hilbert space. Incidentally, this 
would also permit the dropping of the hermitian assumption in 2(iii) 
above. 
4. In finite dimensions Nelson’s result is a special case of Peckner’s 
sharp form of Young’s inequality for the LP-spaces of R”. Tndecd, in one 
dimension, the inequality is equivalent to an estimate on the Ly -+ Lp norm 
of the operation of convolution with a gaussian [Bet]. In fact Beckner 
obtained his sharpened inequalities by using the techniques of Nelson, 
Gross, and Segal mentioned in the Introduction. H. J. Brascamp and 
E. Lieb, who further generalised Young’s inequality, also obtain 
Theorem H as a corollary [BrL], and Simon has a short proof for the case 
q = 2, p = 2j (j E N) [Si 23 by sharpening the combinatorial estimate used 
in Nelson’s quick proof of hypercontractivity in [Ne 21. 
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